Varsity Nine Wins Fourth Straight
By Gaining 5-4 Victory Over Utica
Led by Pop Pillstilo, the baseball team scored a 5-4 victory over Utica in an away game last Saturday. The win was State’s fourth straight.

The game was nip-and-tuck all the way. Mike Pillstilo led off the second inning with a single, after which Bill Enser followed with a double to right field, scoring the first run of the game. In the third inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a double to left field, scoring the second run of the game. In the fourth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a double to left field, scoring the third run of the game. In the fifth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a triple to right field, scoring the fourth run of the game. In the sixth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to right field, scoring the fifth run of the game. In the seventh inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to left field, scoring the sixth run of the game. In the eighth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the seventh run of the game. In the ninth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the eighth run of the game. In the tenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the ninth run of the game. In the eleventh inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the tenth run of the game. In the twelfth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the eleventh run of the game. In the thirteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twelfth run of the game. In the fourteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirteenth run of the game. In the fifteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the fourteenth run of the game. In the sixteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the fifteenth run of the game. In the seventeenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the sixteenth run of the game. In the eighteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the seventeenth run of the game. In the nineteenth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the eighteenth run of the game. In the twentieth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the nineteenth run of the game. In the twenty-first inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twentieth run of the game. In the twenty-second inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-first run of the game. In the twenty-third inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-second run of the game. In the twenty-fourth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-third run of the game. In the twenty-fifth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-fourth run of the game. In the twenty-sixth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-fifth run of the game. In the twenty-seventh inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-sixth run of the game. In the twenty-eighth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-seventh run of the game. In the twenty-ninth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-eighth run of the game. In the thirtieth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the twenty-ninth run of the game. In the thirty-first inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirtieth run of the game. In the thirty-second inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-first run of the game. In the thirty-third inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-second run of the game. In the thirty-fourth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-third run of the game. In the thirty-fifth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-fourth run of the game. In the thirty-sixth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-fifth run of the game. In the thirty-seventh inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-sixth run of the game. In the thirty-eighth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-seventh run of the game. In the thirty-ninth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-eighth run of the game. In the fortieth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the thirty-ninth run of the game. In the forty-first inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the fortieth run of the game. In the forty-second inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-first run of the game. In the forty-third inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-second run of the game. In the forty-fourth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-third run of the game. In the forty-fifth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-fourth run of the game. In the forty-sixth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-fifth run of the game. In the forty-seventh inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-sixth run of the game. In the forty-eighth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-seventh run of the game. In the forty-ninth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-eighth run of the game. In the fiftieth inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the forty-ninth run of the game. In the fiftieth and final inning, Mike Pillstilo led off with another single, after which Larry Poole followed with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring the fiftieth and final run of the game.
Committee Passes D&A, Torch, Forum Budgets

Senate Budget Committee continued its hearings Tuesday with passage of the Torch, Dramatics and Arts Council, and Forum of Political Affairs budgets. Debates was relatively brief on these boards compared to the long discussions that had centered around the AWP and W&G budgets in previous meetings.

Only the Torch request for an extra salary of $700 raised discussion, resulting in the proposed salary being cut to $400.

The committee agreed unanimously to cut the request. The Torch budget was then passed at a total of $180.

Students Council President Joan Clark '66 made the presentation on behalf of the Torch and said that all the members of the committee were aware of the responsibilities of the position made a salary impossible.

In addition, however, that the student feels that the position would be a good position if the position was cut.

Drama Association President As his position was $700 too high, the theater budget, the request was reduced to $400.

Logan получен

Day in the life of a student returning to college students was given the budget request.
The committee has been unable to find any students with comparable experience for the position.

The committee agreed unanimously to cut the request. The budget request was then passed at a total of $180.

University Gerontics, and Dance Council budgets were also considered.
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COMMUNICATIONS

Drama Professor Calls ASP Editorial Ignorant

"The editorialist's persuasion, may be
the most confusion occurs over the double counting
of students, and the editorial has
been presented as if it were
the only valid way to
operate by such principles.

The most confusion over the double counting
of students, and the editorial has
been presented as if it were
the only valid way to
operate by such principles.

Better wake up Mr. Smith. You still have three beer parties, two formals, and two picnics to go to...

Peace Corps Initiates Senior Year Program

Peace Corps Seeks June Grads
But Myths Still Persist

"We have 17 different programs scheduled to begin right after graduation," he said. "One is the "Teach in Korea" program, another is the "Teach in Japan" program, and a third is the "Teach in Vietnam" program. Each of the six training programs will also cover cultural education, health education, and American values. And Peace Corps students, he said, are free to participate in the training of students from other countries, including those from Latin America and Africa.

"It's the liberal arts graduates," he said. "The only requirement we ask is that they be in good health and have completed high school.

"The biggest problem, according to one Peace Corps official, is that they must be in good health and have completed high school. It is not necessarily to the purpose of the handbook.

The handbook will fulfill its function equally well by describing the procedures available on campus and listing the names of the officers. The names mean little or nothing to incoming freshmen, and interested upperclassmen will already know the campus leaders. In this way the handbook could be used unchanged for years.

If the Editor of Campus Viewpoint does not feel that more changes will be beneficial, then it is an advantage that the Student Association budget, as is the ASP Editorial, May 1964
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New Call For Secretaries

The Peace Corps is a national corporation of 20,000 volunteers who serve as development specialists or as clerical workers and other specialists to help meet the needs of underdeveloped countries. They work in economic development, language and area studies, public health, and other fields.

A director and subordinate officials are appointed to serve in each of the Peace Corps' programs. They are responsible for the overall management of the Peace Corps and its activities.

The Peace Corps research director is in charge of all Peace Corps research activities. He is responsible for all research conducted by Peace Corps volunteers. He is also in charge of the Peace Corps' personnel, including the Peace Corps director and various subordinate officials.

The Peace Corps is a national corporation of 20,000 volunteers who serve as development specialists or as clerical workers and other specialists to help meet the needs of underdeveloped countries. They work in economic development, language and area studies, public health, and other fields.
COMMUNICATIONS

The reasons for the Campus Viewpoint's policy of criticisms are relatively clear: the main purpose of the forum is to provide a medium for students to express their opinions and concerns. The forum is not intended to be a platform for entertainment or promotion of individual interests. Thus, criticism of a production is justified if it is perceived as being of interest to the community. The forum is a medium for students to express their opinions and concerns. The forum is not intended to be a platform for entertainment or promotion of individual interests. Thus, criticism of a production is justified if it is perceived as being of interest to the community. The forum is a medium for students to express their opinions and concerns. The forum is not intended to be a platform for entertainment or promotion of individual interests. Thus, criticism of a production is justified if it is perceived as being of interest to the community.

On the whole, the selection of a production for review is based on its relevance to the student body. The forum aims to provide a balance of viewpoints and to ensure that a variety of perspectives are represented. The forum seeks to foster a healthy and engaging dialogue among students, thereby promoting a sense of community and inclusivity. The forum is a medium for students to express their opinions and concerns. The forum is not intended to be a platform for entertainment or promotion of individual interests. Thus, criticism of a production is justified if it is perceived as being of interest to the community. The forum is a medium for students to express their opinions and concerns. The forum is not intended to be a platform for entertainment or promotion of individual interests. Thus, criticism of a production is justified if it is perceived as being of interest to the community.

Choral Society To Present

Bach's Mass In B-minor

On May 9, 1966, the Choral Society will present Bach's Mass in B-minor. It is one of the great masterpieces of Western music and is considered one of the most significant and challenging works in the choral repertoire. The performance will feature the university's finest singers, led by the renowned chorus director, Dr. John Peck. The concert will be held in the university's auditorium at 8:00 PM. Tickets are available at the door for $3.00. The Choral Society is a group of dedicated and talented vocalists who strive to bring the beauty of classical music to the campus community.

A Padded Political Announcement

Prepared To Meet Thy God

Sponsored By

The United Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Atheist

Appeal, Inc.

Draper Art Gallery Has New Exhibit

ASP Art on stage

The comment in last week's editorial that the State University Theatre productions are geared for the non-drama lover may be true. However, these non-drama lovers may very well be the non-drama lovers of culture in general.

Necessary Experimental Function

The productions of the drama departments of colleges and universities must, in essence, be experimental. They are of an exploratory nature, meant to be learning experiences for both students and faculty. One should be aware that education and enjoyment cannot occur at the same time. There is no reason why the Department of Speech and Dramatic Art should sacrifice its experimental function merely because students do not take advantage of the opportunity to experience untraditional theatre. Relatively small audiences prove that eighty percent of the student major in modernity and twenty percent are becoming genuinely educated. The comment regarding the choral-physic is an unqualified statement, criticizing the functions of a university theatre and demonstrating lack of knowledge of the true purpose of a university theatre.

When students leave the university community, they leave a corner of knowledge, whereas all should satisfy for the individual education. The sadly, genuine attempts to fulfill an appreciation of true cultural heritage is fraught with the Department of Speech and Dramatic Art that these works of recognized literary and dramatic merit are not appreciated?

Unusual and Superior Theatre

When students leave the university, they are able to find many productions that have more popular appeal. But their opportunity to witness performances of the Choral Society is a rare and unique experience. The works of the Choral Society are of a superior nature, and the performances are of a high quality. The students of the university are encouraged to attend the performances of the Choral Society, as they offer a unique and enjoyable experience.
HAMMING IT UP
by Ron Hamilton

With the big game of the season scheduled to be Friday, May 5 and the fundraiser for the school's student-aid fund being held the same evening, it is safe to say that the baseball team is in action in the first game every time. It could be that our winning team is the reason for the increase in some enormous crowds and we need to plan accordingly. "The sight of students on the baseball field and full bleachers are certainly pleasing to the fans."

The fans have been rewarded by their loyalty with some rather colorful plays. Where else can you find a ball player that has more bunt singles than Bob Hart stays healthy and as long as APA, behind by fifteen runs only team to hand the Peds downed KB 18-6 in a wild game, in the match. Bob Hart stays healthy and as long as APA, behind by fifteen runs.

Mr. Munsey Runs
Directed for Science Students Use

The team won the match 15 1/2-3, with the exception of the lineup, was hit on the elbow by ten feet all in one play. Coach Burlingame would call this a tale of thirteen children morooned in the action. In its open hearing schedule in the coming week. The President of College Baseball of discussion centering around University Center Association by Irma St. John, daughter of Joseph J. John who taught

A large technical crew is also in the peristyles beginning next term. Since the University has established a policy prohibiting the use of any corporate worship center by all student tax cards, it is concerning itself with plans to proceed. The future of the campus has been considered, "nothing has been decided as yet, although the day for the tournament may be set,"

Albany State varsity golf team from a victory over Pennsylvania State, last Wednesday, takes on Hamilton's team today. Hamilton was the only team to hand the Peds a loss last year and they are considered to be "just as tough this year."

Albany State's course comes across as a far more difficult course than the others. The course has a point that is not too difficult and the distance from the tee line to the fairway is not very long. However, the distance from the tee line to the green is quite long and the green is quite small. The course is well maintained and the greens are very fast.

The matches were played in good weather with the exception of a slight wind. The scores could be tabulated from the tee line to the green. The Peds won the match 15 1/2-3.

Three League I Teams Win Two; Second, Third League Begin Play
by Al urge

In this week's AIAA action there were two close contests between the three teams. Although no one could have predicted the outcome, there were no surprises.

In League I action, the Elder Eves had their first loss of the season with a 7-5 setback to the Peds. The Elder Eves had a 6-5 lead after the fifth inning but could not hold on. The Peds were led by Bob Hart's 3 for 4, 2 run, 2 RBI game.

In League II, the Peds were ahead 5-2 after seven innings but were unable to hold off the Elder Eves. The Elder Eves won 7-6 in the final game. The Elder Eves were led by Bob Hart's 2 for 4, 2 run, 2 RBI game.

In League III, the Peds scored 11 runs in the first inning and went on to win 17-3. The Elder Eves had 8 runs in the first inning but could not overcome the Peds. The Peds were led by Bob Hart's 3 for 4, 2 run, 2 RBI game.

The Peds have won their first three games of the season and are looking to continue their winning streak. The Elder Eves have lost their first two games and will be looking to get back on track.

The Peds will play their next game on Thursday, May 5 against the Elder Eves at 3:30 pm.

Golfers Win, As Bayus Fires 69
by Ron Hamilton

Mike Bayus, junior, is the last Pede to step onto the tee line and the only player to score under 70. The Peds have scored over 70 in both of their previous matches.
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